Wind-PIA

The Modular and Web-based Solution
for the Planning of Energy Parks
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Company Profile
M.O.S.S. Computer Grafik Systeme GmbH
Since 1987 we have been offering intelligent geo and IT solutions as a solution provider and system integrator in order
to use geoinformation sustainably and profitably. Solutions
from M.O.S.S. make it possible to efficiently build up and manage particularly large databases. In this way we support our
customers in designing and improving their administrative
and business processes.
In addition to our standard software, we also provide competent consulting as well as training and services. Our software developments and services are tailored to the individual
needs of our customers. We pay special attention to the optimization of large geodata volumes of vector, but especially
of raster data, point clouds and 3D as well as their integration
into existing IT and process landscapes.

Our Business Locations
The headquarters of M.O.S.S. Computer Grafik Systeme
GmbH is located in Taufkirchen near Munich. In addition,
customer support is provided by our branch office in Dresden.
Our subsidiary CADMAP Consulting Ingenieursgesellschaft
mbH, located in Essen, maintains a branch office in Hamburg
since the takeover of InfoDot GmbH.
Due to this spatial distribution, we are able to offer personal
support throughout Germany and to ensure quick
accessibility. You are always welcome to visit us in a branch
office near you.

M.O.S.S. Headquarters
Hohenbrunner Weg 13
82024 Taufkirchen

M.O.S.S. Branch Office
Buchenstraße 16b
01097 Dresden

CADMAP Headquarters CADMAP Branch Office
Weserstraße 101
Essener Straße 4
22419 Hamburg
45136 Essen
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Tailor-made Geodata-Management
Our Philosophy

advise.
We help you to understand and
optimize processes. Together, we
create comprehensive concepts
for the solution that ideally suits
you.

develop.
Our products already cover a wide
range of requirements. Of course,
we will also implement any additional requirements for you.

solve.
From solution design to operational support – we offer you comprehensive support. Our training
courses qualify you fort he optimal use of your customized software.

Our Offer for the Planning of Energy Parks
For the renewable energy industry, we offer
consulting, services and specialized software as
well as a planning and IT architecture optimized
for wind and solar energy projects. This offer is
based on decades of experience and a unique
combination of technical as well as GIS- and ITspecific know-how.
Data and services are also part of our offering.
Our building buffer service for buffering distance areas on the basis of administrative building information supports you comfortably,
quickly and legally secure in the procurement
of the data basis for your planning process.
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Wind Farm Planning Process
Planning Phase (3 – 5 Years)
Depending on the complexity of the individual projects, various IT applications are involved in the planning
process. These include special desktop applications, but also office applications such as MS Excel. The challenge
is to merge these iterative and parallel process steps transparently and to take into account the planning statuses and data of all participants.

Inventory management

Analysis of restrictions and potential sites

Qualitative property data

Analysis of flora/fauna and conservation areas

Securing rights of use

Mobile on-site inspection

Spatial Data &
Analysis
GIS Desktop

Property
Management
Excel

Technical
Configuration
CAD Desktop

Process steps per wind farm:
iterative, many hundreds,
often non-chronologically
and unordered

Layout planning
Turning curve calculation
Access route planning
Grid connection and cable route planning

Wind &
Yield Analysis
WindPro/WAsP

Shadow flicker analysis
Sound propagation
Stability testing
3D visualization and line-of-sight analysis
Site Compliance
Turbulence and yield calculation
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Wind and Solar Farm Planning
A Challenge for Information Management
Many employees in different departments
and locations generate many hundreds of
planning versions or layouts, use various specialist planning programs, acquire information
(data) sometimes several times, exchange information with each other in different ways
and possibly store the results or data in different structures and without logical assignment to each other.
Optimize your processes with our IT solutions
and create transparent planning situations for
your employees and your stakeholders.

Risks

Saving Potential through

Planning uncertainty

Central data handling

Loss of time and information

Standardized interfaces

Post-processing expenses

Clear structure
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Digital Planning
Our Flexible Solution Architecture
Digital planning is the solution architecture of M.O.S.S. to support planning
processes by a uniform and comprehensive information management, to provide a central process control as well as
to enable the evaluation of planning alternatives and variants.
These processes are characterized by a
constantly progressing information aggregation and data protection. A large
number of different experts work with
different software (GIS, CAD, WindPro,
etc.) on various issues (rough/final planning, sound/shadow and yield analyses,
contract management, etc.) until a decision, a permit, a permit application or a
realization variant has been created as
the result of the planning process.
All information and data are subject to
continuous review during the process
and often beyond. In the process, it is
not uncommon to have to discard currently favored planning statuses and revisit planning variants that are several months old. With digital planning,
you have transparent access to every planning variant at all times.
At the same time, digital planning provides you with a complete overview of all projects, increases the efficiency
of the planning process and enhances security in every planning step.
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Wind-PIA
Central Node for Project Development

Synergies through Central Information

Tailor-Made Information

Wind-PIA enables the centralization of all geobase
and specialized data in one GIS database. Thanks to
the scalable IT architecture and our out-of-the-box
data model, the solution is freely adaptable to your
individual needs.

Via a web client, Wind-PIA offers rights- and rolebased processing as well as information on the current planning status. The data is stored centrally and
without redundancy.
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Wind-PIA
Unified Planning Tool for Project Developers

Variant Planning

Central Planning Tool

Increase your planning reliability and planning quality with Wind-PIA. In the system, all planning steps
are mapped via hierarchically ordered planning variants. Your internal planning processes determine
the planning criteria used.

Thanks to its flexible architecture, Wind-PIA can easily be connected to other specialist planning applications such as windPRO or AutoCAD. Uniform processes and interfaces allow you to realize cost
savings.

Technically Correct Land Use

Expandable for Ground-Mounted Photovoltaics

Besides the possibility to import energy park layouts
from specialized applications, the Wind-PIA planning tool calculates technically correct areas for
each registered type of wind turbine based on manufacturer specifications and the regionally applicable rules and conditions.

The area calculations in the Wind-PIA planning tool
are based on proven workflows and centrally managed databases. These can be extended at any time
for new plant types or also other sectors, such as
ground-mounted photovoltaics.
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Wind-PIA
Web-based Rights-of-Use Documentation

Wind-PIA's web-based GIS client provides unified
access to geospatial data. Based on the assigned
role, users can be enabled to query or edit property data.
This includes the administration, research and
editing of documents with spatial reference, such
as leases of parcels of land. Our solution thus offers transparent and centralized management of
the properties in your projects, including all
associated documents.
Wind-PIA has standardized interfaces that allow
you to connect existing document management
systems (DMS) or other management systems
(CRM/ERP) via their respective interfaces.
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Cloud-based add-on services
Support for your daily Work

Initial White Area Mapping
Analyze distance specifications of a region or a project area to
existing buildings in the interior as well as in the exterior area
under consideration of the respective use. The basis is formed
by enriched official 3D building data.

Nefino Location Intelligence in Wind-PIA
The powerful workflow for wind farm planning

Nefino.LI Geo

M.O.S.S. Wind-PIA

Base Data

Inventory Data

Bufferings

Variants

White Areas

Integration
of analyses

Rights-of-Use

Data and analyses with Nefino.LI Geo

Wind park planning with M.O.S.S. Wind-PIA

Nefino.LI Geo enables the retrieval of planningrelevant spatial data as well as buffering and intersections based on this data via an intuitive web interface

Wind-PIA enables the centralization of all spatial
and professional data in a GIS database and thus is
the central hub in wind park project development
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Contact us!
We are happy to be there for you personally
Personal contact and individual consultation are important to us before we work with you to find targeted
solutions for your data infrastructure and planning tasks. Our renewable energy experts look forward to your
inquiry.

Markus Braun
Managing Director
mabraun@moss.de

Dr. Markus Muerth
Project Manager
mmuerth@moss.de

Subscribe to our News
Open Website

Follow us on LinkedIn
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